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NIX.CZ Association Celebrates
an Important Anniversary:

20 years of Internet
Data Exchange in
the Czech Republic
NIX.CZ Association, one of the largest internet exchange nodes (IXP) in the world,
celebrated its 20th anniversary on 30th August 2016. This important internet
organisation came to existence by bringing together seven companies including the
local branch of IBM. Today, NIX.CZ has 68 members and connects 141 networks in the
Czech Republic and 36 in Slovakia, both local and international.
“The creation of the Czech neutral
peering node brought down the costs
of foreign connectivity for operators
and, at the same time, improved
the quality of the Czech internet
by shortening network routes and
responses” says Martin Semrád, who
has been the Director of NIX.CZ for the
past six years.
Setting up a neutral peering node
instead of a commercial entity turned
out to be the right way forward, as
evidenced by the now twenty years of
successful operation, during which the
Association has continued to grow and
develop, and has launched a number

of successful projects. These include,
among others, the network safety
project FENIX or the NIX.SK peering
node. Since 2013, the Association has
also organised, together with VIX.at, the
annual CEE Peering Days conference,
which is coming up on 22nd– 23rd
March next year in Ljubljana, Slovenia.
The twenty years of experience led the
NIX.CZ team to Montenegro, where
the experts from the Czech peering
node helped set up the ﬁ rst neutral
peering node in this Mediterranean
country. The Central-African Rwanda
has also expressed interest in the
local know-how.

“We realise that we are still missing
a number of major global networks,
which we would like to bring to the
Czech Republic and Slovakia in the
future. We are also well aware that
we can continue to grow and expand
in this ﬁeld, but much depends on
individual internet operators and
their willingness to interconnect and
cooperate. The more entities will share
our philosophy, the more able we will
be to, for example, defend ourselves
against the current threats in the ﬁeld
of network security,” Martin Semrád
concluded.
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NIX.CZ Association
is a Partner of the
European Peering
Forum
For already the second time, the Czech
peering node NIX.CZ was a hosting partner
at the international European Peering Forum
(EPF), which took place in late September in
Sophia, Bulgaria. The conference programme
included a presentation by the Director of the
Association, Martin Semrád, who introduced
the Slovak peering node NIX.SK. For a number
of years, the EPF has been organized by key
European peering nodes and it is one of the
few conferences to regularly bring together
peering coordinators from all over the world.

PEERING MASCOT

REPRESENTATIVES
FROM THE RWANDESE
PEERING NODE
COMPLETE
A WEEK-LONG
INTERNSHIP AT NIX.CZ

Both
the
Czech
peering
node
NIX.CZ and the Slovak NIX.SK have
their mascots. You have already met NIX
Tapeer in our last newsletter, but at the
European Peering Forum we showed him
under a diﬀerent light – and in new colours!

Increasing the Capacity of NIX.CZ
Backbone Network
Last month, the technicians of NIX.CZ increased the connection capacity
of switches 2 and 4 to the backbone network to 2x100 Gb/s. The NIX3
Point of presence has been converted into passive regime and can now
only accept ﬁbre optic connections.

“We shared with our guests our twenty
years’ experience of operating a peering
node and showed them our technical
support and facilities. We also took
advantage of an oﬀ er made by the
CZ.NIC Association, which helped our
Rwandese colleagues conﬁgure a BIRD
routing daemon,” the Director of
NIX.CZ Martin Semrád said.
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